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Bitcoin is in the news ….

and I, for one, just can’t look away …
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“Buy a stock, if it goes up, sell it, 
if it goes down, don't buy it.”

Yogi Berra

Irrational exuberance
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BTC at $20K

BTC today?

Our mission here



5true crime



6vanishing millions



7mysterious identities



8sex, drugs, rock-n-roll
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This talk is not about Bitcoin



This talk is not about Bitcoin

It’s about blockchains.

This talk is not about Bitcoin



This talk is not about Bitcoin

It’s about blockchains.

And why this area needs real, 

scientific research

This talk is not about Bitcoin
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Classical Adversary

timing

crashes

omission

Byzantine

Hello World!

Now solve 
consensus



14Modern Adversary

meltdown

specter

Reentrancy 
attacks

Zero-day

Здравствуйте!

Now hold an 
election
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Real innovation usually intrudes from 
outside a community …

Would this paper have been accepted to 
a mainstream DC conference in 2008?

Now multi-billion dollar industry

What relation to distributed 
computing?
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Distributed Computing vs Blockchain
best understood as ….

Consensus vs Proof of Work

Concurrent objects vs “Smart Contracts”
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Distributed 
Computing! Blockchain!

More alike than you would think
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The Blockchain Universe’s attempt to re-invent 
distributed computing did not always go well …
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On the other hand …

Distributed Computing

Blockchain
Economy



Abstraction:
Distributed Ledger
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Append-only list of events

Not just financial
Everyone agrees on content

Tamper-proof!
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Consensus Proof of Work



Literally

22

this 
happened

this 
happened

this 
happened



Cryptographic Hash Functions
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Hard

Easy



More Literally
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this 
happened

hash of 
previous

this 
happened

hash of 
previous

this 
happened

hash of 
previous

tampering!

Uh,oh … Uh,oh …



This happened

consensus

This happened

This happened

This happened

This happened

This happened

Even More Literally
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Operations 
that 

happened, 
in order

Operations 
that want to happen
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Hash documents

Store documents on server …

Every day, publish hashs to …
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The New York Times Lost & Found
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Alice has a frozen yogurt 
business

Her business is in trouble

Shipments arrive melted
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1. I never transported that yogurt
2. It was melted when I got it from Carol
3. It was OK when I delivered it to Alice

Bob’s truck Carol’s factory

What Bob said!

Alice’s Supply Chain



30Bob and Carol Sensors

Ledger in Cloud



-11" C at 13:10

Consensus

-10" C at 13:00

Sensor reading

Sensor reading

Sensor reading

-10" C at 13:20

Supply Chain Blockchain
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-11" C at 13:20

signatures

-10" C at 13:10

Carol Signed

Bob Signed

Carol handoff to Bob, 13:30

Supply Chain Blockchain
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Alice sells her frozen yogurt business…

And decides to open a restaurant

So she decides to raise money by …

But rents are high and VCs are greedy …
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Coupon?
Cryptocoupon!

Discount meals when restaurant opens
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encrypt

decrypt

Alice’s public key

Alice’s private key

Only Alice can read
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encrypt

decrypt

Alice’s private key

Alice’s public key

Only Alice can sign 
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“Whoso pulleth out this sword of this stone and anvil 
is rightwise King born of all England”

(Thomas Mallory)
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“Whoso pulleth out this sword of this stone and anvil 
is rightwise King born of all England”

(Thomas Mallory)

The sword is the public key
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Ability to pull out the sword is the private key

“Whoso pulleth out this sword of this stone and anvil 
is rightwise King born of all England”

(Thomas Mallory)
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“Whoso pulleth out this sword of this stone and anvil 
is rightwise King born of all England”

(Thomas Mallory)

This is what the authorized owner can do
(become king of England)



I, The Ledger …
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Anyone who knows the private key
matching the following public key
owns one of Alice’s cryptocoupons: …



Anyone who knows the private key
matching the following public key
owns one of Alice’s cryptocoupons: …

I, The Ledger …
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Being on the ledger makes this 
entry authoritative



Anyone who knows the private key
matching the following public key
owns one of Alice’s cryptocoupons: …

I, The Ledger …
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The public key allows owner to be recognized



Anyone who knows the private key
matching the following public key
owns one of Alice’s cryptocoupons: …

I, The Ledger …
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Knowledge of this private key conveys ownership



Anyone who knows the private key
matching the following public key
owns one of Alice’s cryptocoupons: …

I, The Ledger …
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This is what the authorized owner can do
(establish ownership)



Spending a Coupon
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I, the owner of the private key 
matching the 1st public key listed below 

do hereby transfer ownership of that 
coupon to the owner of the private key 

matching the 2nd public key: …



Spending a Coupon
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I, the owner of the private key 
matching the 1st public key listed below 

do hereby transfer ownership of that 
coupon to the owner of the private key 

matching the 2nd public key: …

The public key allows owner to be recognized



Spending a Coupon
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I, the owner of the private key 
matching the 1st public key listed below 

do hereby transfer ownership of that 
coupon to the owner of the private key 

matching the 2nd public key: …

Knowledge of this private key conveys ownership



Spending a Coupon
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I, the owner of the private key 
matching the 1st public key listed below 

do hereby transfer ownership of that 
coupon to the owner of the private key 

matching the 2nd public key: …

This is what the authorized owner can do
(transfer ownership to another public key)
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Alice doesn’t want to host her blockchain

Expensive …

Customers might not trust her



The Genius of Blockchains
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Crowdsource blockchain management

What will she pay them with?

More coupons!



Who Controls the Blockchain?
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Centralized Decentralized
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Let’s vote!

oh, wait …
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Distributed 
Consensus

requires voting!
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Oh yeah? Meet my friend, 
the Delphic Sibyl …



A lot!

Need a signal that’s hard to fake!

She likes to vote …
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The solution: Costly signaling ….

Something hard to fake.



Proof of Work
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Dwork & Naor 1993

Adapted to  PoW consensus

Expensive to fake
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Hold a lottery to choose which miner decides

Tickets are expensive

Incentive to behave

Winner gets paid when later winners 
endorse validity …

Sybil attacks expensive & pointless
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Problem: multiple near-simultaneous 
lottery winners causes “fork”

Infrequent but not rare

Later winners decide which fork wins

All entries start provisional, 
become stable over time
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Consensus establishes a 
unique winner!
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PoW Consensus might pick multiple 
winners every now and then
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Consensus, once reached, 
is permanent!
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PoW consensus 
emerges only over 

time
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Blockchains will have deeper impact on society 
than many mainstream distributed applications

Exciting and valuable research challenge

Спасибо большое!

Blockchain Universe is a mirror-image of the 
Distributed Computing Universe …


